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ABSTRACT
The need for effective and reliable methods to survey and monitor the structure of earth-fill dams 
recently became pressing in light of the increasing number of flood events in central Europe. Among 
geophysical techniques, dam imaging using electrical resistivity methods is applied in most cases. 
Occasionally, ground-penetrating radar is applied in the framework of the search for subsurface 
facilities. Seismic methods are rarely used.

This paper focuses on the multichannel analysis of the surface waves (MASW) method to deter-
mine dynamic soil properties and aims to extend its application field to dyke and dam structures. 
The standard processing procedure of the MASW assumes a flat free surface of infinite extension. 
The flat surfaces of a dyke, in contrast, are in the order of 1–10 times smaller than the wavelengths 
in the soil; disturbing side reflections will occur. Even though MASW has already been applied on 
a few dyke sites, the effect of such an obvious breach of preconditions needs to be studied before 
the method can be recommended.

In this paper the influences of the dyke’s topography on the test results are studied by means of 
a numerical analysis. Typical cross-sections are modelled using 2.5D finite and boundary elements. 
The results of models taking the topography into account are compared with models neglecting the 
topography. The differences are evaluated on the level of the dispersion curves and for one cross-
section on the level of the S-wave velocity. They were found to be insignificant for dykes with a 
width-to-height ratio larger than four.

A testing campaign was conducted providing the chance to collect experience in the practical use 
of the MASW method on dykes. Test results obtained at two test sites are selected and compared to 
the results of borehole logs and cone penetration tests. A remarkable relation between the S-wave 
velocity and the consistency of the clay sealing was found at one site; a distinct positive correlation 
to the measured cone tip resistances was achieved on the other test site. Valuable information on the 
composition of the dyke body and base could be obtained but the resolution of the method to iden-
tify small areas of inhomogeneity should not be overestimated.

verification of stability. The importance of a continuous observa-
tion of dyke stability became obvious in the light of recent flood 
events in central Europe, such as the Elbe flood of 2002.

Survey campaigns initiated by the dyke authorities focus in 
general on geotechnical parameters obtained in situ by the stand-
ard penetration and cone penetration tests, or in the laboratory 
based on borehole samples. A disadvantage of these tests is their 
selective character. An extensive number of tests are required to 
cover a dyke sufficiently. On the other hand, most non-destruc-
tive geophysical methods are able to survey large areas effec-
tively but they lack in general a direct functional relationship 
between the geophysical and the geotechnical parameters. 

INTRODUCTION
Most river dykes in central Europe were built many decades or 
even hundreds of years ago. Knowledge of the internal structure of 
dykes has very frequently been lost by the process of time. If 
original construction or even as-built drawings are available, it is 
in most cases not certain up to what extent this information is still 
representative of the current state. Historical floods, reinforcement 
measures, traffic and agricultural use may have significantly 
changed the geometry and structure of the dyke. However, reliable 
geotechnical parameters of the dyke material are required for the 
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model of a homogeneous and a horizontally layered cross-sec-
tion were compared with the results from the layered half-space 
model. The comparison was done on the level of the dispersion 
curve of the fundamental mode and a good agreement was 
obtained. However, based on several calculations on a cross-
section containing a clay core, the authors concluded that the 1D 
layered half-space model is not applicable for an inversion. The 
clay core was placed in the centre of the dam and outcropped at 
the crest. Stiffer soil formed the main dam body at both sides of 
the core. The dispersion curve computed by the 3D model was 
influenced by the properties of the main dam body and the cen-
tral core. On the contrary, the dispersion curve based on a 1D 
forward model cannot represent a situation with such an abrupt 
lateral stiffness change in close proximity to the vertical survey 
plane since the lateral material properties have to be a priori 
invariant for such a model. Therefore, the authors recommend 
instead the use of the 3D model for inversion.

Surface wave methods were also applied to structures similar 
to river dykes. Gunn et al. (2006) for instance used the continu-
ous surface wave method for the measurement of the dynamical 
stiffness of railway embankments.

This paper attempts to provide new insights on MASW sur-
veying of dykes by means of an application oriented numerical 
study. For the numerical study, dispersion curves of the Rayleigh 
wave are calculated based on common river dyke geometries and 
are compared with the results of a standard forward calculation 
for flat surfaces. Conclusions for a field testing procedure are 
drawn. A MASW survey campaign on two river dykes in 
Germany is described. The 2D sections of S-wave velocities 
obtained are related to available information from borehole logs 
and the cone penetration test. Finally, a comparison is made 
between an experimental dispersion curve and the modelled 
dispersion curves for the flat and topography models. The result-
ing S-wave profiles are compared.

THE SURFACE WAVE METHOD
The analysis of surface waves uses the properties of elastic 
waves bounded to the presence of a free surface, such as the soil-
air interface. In most cases only waves of the Rayleigh type 
resulting from a superposition of P- and SV-waves are consid-
ered. The elliptical particle motion of these waves is constrained 
to the vertical plane agreeing with the direction of propagation. 
The penetration depth depends on the wavelength of the 
Rayleigh wave: longer wavelengths penetrate deeper than shorter 
waves. Since the phase velocity of the waves is a direct function 
of the dynamic stiffness, particularly of the shear stiffness and 
the density of the material in the penetration zone, Rayleigh 
waves show a dispersive behaviour. The function between phase 
velocity and frequency, i.e., the dispersion curve, contains infor-
mation about the soil layering. Depending on the site stratifica-
tion, the Rayleigh wave can travel at the same time in different 
modes, i.e., at a single frequency more than one discrete phase 
velocity can be measured. The different propagation modes are 

However, in principle, site specific correlation can fill in the gap.
The imaging of electrical resistivity is the most common geo-

physical method applied on dykes. Profiles along the dyke axis 
but also perpendicular to the axis can be measured. The resistiv-
ity correlates directly to the water content and the saturation of 
the ground. Conclusions on the type of soil can be drawn based 
on site specific correlations if borehole profiles are available. 
Tuyen et al. (2000), Donié et al. (2007) and Henning et al. 
(2005) provided additional information on dyke specific prob-
lems of the method by means of extensive case studies.

Ground-penetrating radar (GPR) is applied on dykes in order 
to detect subsurface facilities embedded in the dyke. The pene-
tration of the method is often limited to a very shallow range due 
to the high clay content of the material. Occasionally and listed 
for completeness, geophysical borehole logging, electromagnet-
ic methods (Fauchard and Mériaux 2007), infra-red surface 
temperature mapping (Tuyen et al. 2000), complex resistivity 
sounding, IP (induced polarization) and self potential methods 
are used under specific conditions.

Seismic methods, such as seismic refraction or seismic reflec-
tion, are only rarely considered for the survey of dykes since the 
finite dimensions of the dyke body can cause disturbing reflec-
tions in the gathered data. These are difficult to handle during 
processing. However, seismic velocities are directly related to 
the dynamic stiffness of the material, expressed as dynamic shear 
and Young’s modulus, which are important mechanical parame-
ters for the recognition of soil layers. In the field of geotechnical 
engineering, huge research effort is spent on the correlation of 
the S-wave velocity to parameters obtained from standard geo-
technical tests. Site specific but also more general correlations 
exist to the porosity, the plasticity index, to the shear modulus at 
higher strains and also to in situ tests such as cone penetration, 
standard penetration, dilatometer and pressure meter tests, for 
instance reported in Kramer (1996). Correlations to the shear 
parameters are obtained for very few exceptional cases. The 
dynamic shear modulus alone gains increasing importance for 
the verification of the earthquake safety of earth-fill dams.

Among the seismic methods the multichannel analysis of sur-
face waves (MASW), based on the velocity of the Rayleigh wave, 
is the most effective method for the determination of S-wave pro-
files. However, the MASW method is commonly applied to sites 
with a flat free surface only and the solution of the inverse problem 
is based on the assumption that the subgrade can be modelled as a 
layered elastic half-space. In case the method is applied on an 
elevated topography such as a dyke, the pertinent question is if the 
layered half-space model needs to be modified in order to incorpo-
rate the effects of reflections from the boundaries.

Despite this unanswered question, the MASW had already 
been applied on dykes by other authors, for instance Lane et al. 
(2008). Min and Kim (2006) studied the wave propagation on 
dam-like structures using a 3D finite difference elastic wave 
model. They focused on large earth-fill dams with heights in the 
order of tens of metres. The findings of the finite difference 
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been proposed: fundamental mode inversion uses only the funda-
mental dispersion curve, while multi-mode inversion also incor-
porates higher modes and effective-mode inversion uses a disper-
sion curve that jumps with frequency from one mode to the other 
following the mode with the highest energy at a particular fre-
quency. The concept of the effective dispersion curve was intro-
duced to overcome the difficulty of numbering the modes prop-
erly. An overview of typical problems arising from dominating 
higher modes and recent inversion methods using the effective 
dispersion curve can be found in O’Neill and Matsuoka (2005). 
Zomorodian and Hunaidi (2006) presented an effective-mode 
inversion algorithm for the inversion of SASW data.

THE APPLICABILITY OF SURFACE WAVE METHODS 
ON DYKES
Methodology of modelling
When MASW is employed to determine the dynamic soil char-
acteristics of dykes, which have a 3D geometry, the pertinent 
question is under what conditions the known solutions of inver-
sion for a layered and flat half-space will still be applicable lead-
ing to acceptable results.

In order to study this effect, a numerical analysis is performed 
to compare the dispersive wave propagation for different dyke 
geometries and material parameters with the results obtained in 
the flat-layered case. The numerical analysis fully accounts for 
the dyke geometry and the 3D wave propagation along the dyke.

As the dyke-soil system has a longitudinally invariant cross-
section, a computationally efficient 2.5D approach can be 
applied (Aubry et al. 1994; Tadeu and Kausel 2000; François et 
al. 2010), where the Fourier transform of the longitudinal coor-
dinate allows to represent the 3D response of the structure and 
the radiated wavefield on a 2D mesh. 2.5D boundary elements 
are used for the soil (Stamos and Beskos 1996; Sheng et al. 
1999; Tadeu et al. 2002) while 2.5D finite elements are used for 
the dyke (Gavrić 1994, 1995). A number of examples of this 
approach have been presented by Sheng et al. (1999) for the 
computation of tunnels and railway tracks. Andersen and Nielsen 
(2005) and Andersen and Jones (2006) applied the methodology 
to study the effect of vibrating isolating screens along a railway 
track. A similar approach was followed by Lombaert et al. (2000, 
2006) to predict vibrations induced by road and railway traffic.

The 2.5D methodology is used to compute the vertical dis-
placements along the dyke crest due to a vertical harmonic point 
load on top of the dyke in the frequency-wavenumber domain 
(k

y
, ω). This directly results in the phase velocity/frequency spec-

tra, where the phase velocity V
y
 of waves propagating in the 

y-direction is related to the wavenumber as V
y 

= ω/k
y
. 

Subsequently, the dispersion curve is obtained for each frequen-
cy at the velocity at which the spectrum reaches its maximum.
Numerically, the dynamic soil-structure interaction problem is 
decomposed into two subdomains: the structure Ωb and the semi-
infinite layered soil Ωs (Fig. 1). The dynamic soil-structure inter-
action problem is solved by enforcing continuity of displace-

numbered according to their phase velocity. The mode with the 
lowest number is called the fundamental mode.

Stokoe and Nazarian (1983) and Nazarian et al. (1983) intro-
duced a procedure for surface wave processing to generate 1D 
S-wave profiles called spectral analysis of surface waves 
(SASW), now widely applied to many geotechnical projects. The 
experimental set-up consists of an active pulse source like a 
sledge hammer or weight drop and two surface receivers. The 
phase velocity is derived from the cross-power spectrum between 
the receiver signals.

Later work focuses on the improvement of the mode identifica-
tion by applying frequency wavenumber techniques and linear 
arrays of receivers (Al-Hunaidi 1996; Park et al. 1999; Xia et al. 
1999). Approaches applying multiple receivers are summarized as 
multichannel analysis of surface wave (MASW) methods and accel-
erate the test progression significantly. The whole MASW set-up 
can be shifted along lines and shots can be repeated every few 
metres. If the receivers are mounted to a land streamer the array can 
even be towed to a vehicle. Even though the result of a single shot 
is still only a 1D S-wave profile, all the profiles of one line or sev-
eral parallel lines can be turned into a 2D or 3D image of the site 
using interpolation techniques, such as Kriging. Upcoming advanced 
inversion methods to determine S-wave velocity and the material 
damping ratio simultaneously or successively are described in Rix 
et al. (2000), Lai et al. (2002) and Badsar et al. (2010).

A MASW test consists of three steps. The first step involves 
the in situ experiment including vibration generation and the 
recording of seismic signals. The second step is the determina-
tion of the experimental dispersion curve by means of a frequen-
cy-wavenumber or phase velocity-frequency spectrum. If differ-
ent modes appear and if they are sufficiently separated, mode 
specific curves can also be obtained. Finally, an inverse problem 
is formulated as an optimization problem between the experi-
mental and computed theoretical dispersion curve.

Over the years a large number of inversion techniques have 

FIGURE 1

The geometry of the coupled soil-structure system.
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finite elements. The structure is considered as a 3D continuum 
and can be modelled with 2.5D volume elements.
As the structure is longitudinally invariant and has an invariant 
cross-section Ab, the displacement vector ub(x, ω) is discretized as:

 (1)

ments and equilibrium of stresses on the interface Σbs between 
both subdomains. Section Ab of the structure is invariant with 
respect to the longitudinal coordinate y. The dynamic soil-struc-
ture interaction problem is assumed to be linear and all equations 
are elaborated in the frequency domain. The dynamic equilibri-
um equation of the structure is discretized by means of 2.5D 

FIGURE 2

Scaled sketch of the dyke cross-sections: a) modelled and b) at test sites. Arrows indicate the location of the profiles.

FIGURE 3

Phase velocity/frequency spectra and effective dispersion curve based on the FE-BE method and layered half-space model.
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half-space. The dyke topography has no influence on the disper-
sion curves in this case. The Rayleigh wave velocity has a value 
of about 93.3% of the S-wave velocity agreeing with the expecta-
tions for a Poisson’s ratio of 1/3.

Configuration C
This configuration is characterized by a soft dyke body 
(V

s
 = 100 m/s) overlaying a stiffer dyke base (V

s
 = 300 m/s). At 

frequencies smaller than about 9 Hz, the dispersion curves of both 
models show a phase velocity corresponding to the Rayleigh 
wave velocity of the underlying half-space. For frequencies above 
around 20 Hz the phase velocity approaches the Rayleigh wave 
velocity of a half-space with the properties of the dyke body. A 
remarkable peak appears in the transition zone at about 9–10 Hz. 
In the range of this peak a large part of the spectral energy shifts 
to a higher propagation mode and falls back afterwards to the 
fundamental mode. This phenomenon becomes clearer when 
viewing the fundamental mode and the first mode in the phase 
velocity/frequency plot of the layered half-space model. However, 
in the transition zone the dispersion curves of the layered half-
space and the FE-BE model also show close proximity.

Configurations D and E
Configuration D shows a case where the dyke body contains a 
soft layer (Vs = 100 m/s) embedded in a stiff top layer and a stiff 
dyke base (Vs = 300 m/s). Configuration E is similar to D except 
that the dyke cross-section is of the second type characterized by 
a less steep slope. The effective dispersion curves start as in the 
previous example with a phase velocity corresponding to the 
half-space Rayleigh velocity of the dyke base and change after-
wards in the frequency range between 5–15 Hz to lower veloci-
ties. However, the response is not dominated by the fundamental 
mode in most parts of the frequency range but by a number of 
higher order dispersive modes. Jumps appear in the dispersion 
curves of the FE-BE model at frequencies where the main wave 
energy shifts from one mode to another. For the layered half-
space model, similar jumps in the effective dispersion curve are 
observed.

The dispersion curves resulting from the FE-BE model and 
layered half-space model show for both configurations, case D 
and E, great similarities. However, some differences can be noted 
as well. The transition of the dispersion curves from the half- 
space velocity to lower velocities takes place at slightly different 
frequencies. In case of the layered half-space model, the transi-
tion starts about 2 Hz before the beginning of the transition can 
be seen in the FE-BE model. A similar shift between the disper-
sion curves of the layered half-space and FE-BE model appears 
between 40–65 Hz in configuration E. In this range a higher 
mode is dominant and again the dispersion curve of the layered 
half-space model is shifted about 3–5 Hz towards lower frequen-
cies in comparison to the FE-BE model.

Between 15–30 Hz, in which the fundamental mode is domi-
nating, the dispersion curves resulting from the FE-BE model are 

where Nb(x, z) are the globally defined shape functions defined 
over the section Ab and  is the vector with degrees of 
freedom at all nodes of the two-dimensional mesh. x, y, z are the 
axes of the system according to Fig. 1. ω represents the circular 
frequency 2πf with the frequency f.

After application of the virtual work equation on the struc-
ture, the following discretized equilibrium equation is obtained:

 (2)

where a Fourier transform  
of the longitudinal coordinate y to the horizontal wavenumber k

y
 

has been performed. The matrices Mbb and K0
bb correspond to the 

classical 2D finite element mass and stiffness matrices, respec-
tively. The matrices K1

bb and K2
bb are stiffness matrices that 

account for the dependency on the wavenumber k
y
. The vector 

 represents the external load on the structure. The 
matrix Ks

bb (ky, ω)  in equation (2) is the stiffness matrix of the soil 
and is computed with a 2.5D boundary element method. As input 
for the boundary element model, the 2.5D Green’s functions for 
a layered half-space are evaluated by means of the direct stiffness 
method (Kausel and Roësset 1981; Kausel 2006; Schevenels et 
al. 2009). As the free surface of the layered half-space is includ-
ed in the fundamental solutions, the boundary element mesh can 
be limited to the interface between the structure and the soil. To 
simplify the finite element-boundary element coupling proce-
dure, the boundary element mesh is chosen to correspond to the 
finite element mesh on the soil-structure interface.

Dispersion curves of dykes with different geometries and 
stiffness distributions
According to the dyke cross-sections tested in the frame of the 
later described survey campaign two symmetric geometries are 
selected. They mark the extremes of the dyke geometries at the 
sites (steep dyke versus flat dyke). Figure 2 shows the modelled 
and observed cross-sections. Characterizing for the first type of 
dyke is a slope angle of 56% (steep slope) and a crest height of 
5 m; the second dyke has a slope angle of 21.5% (flat slope) in 
combination with a crest height of 4 m. The wave propagation is 
exemplarily studied for different layer configurations. Figure 3 
shows the modelled dyke geometries and their parameters in the 
first column. The second and third columns of the figure give the 
phase velocity/frequency content of the modulus of the vertical 
displacement along the surface of the dyke due to a vertical force 
at the top. The resulting dispersion curves are displayed in col-
umn four. Poisson’s ratio v = 1/3, density ρ = 2000 kg/m3 and 
material damping ratio D = 2% are kept constant.

Configurations A and B
Configurations A and B present a homogeneous dyke with an 
S-wave velocity of 100 m/s and 300 m/s, respectively. The result-
ing dispersion curves based on the model taking the topography 
into account coincide with the calculation for the homogeneous 
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Conclusions for the testing campaign
The results of the forward modelling give an indication that 
the use of the layered half-space model is sufficiently accu-
rate for the modelled cases of flat and steep dyke slopes. This 
seems to be true for stratifications with a normal layering but 
also for cases where a soft layer is embedded in stiffer mate-
rial. Since the dykes at the test sites have in most cases a 
similar height, slope angle, toe width and top width compared 
to the modelled cross-section of configuration E (flat slope) a 
processing procedure based on a layered half-space model 
seems to be acceptable and was therefore used in the field test 
described later.

However, the comparison of FE-BE and the layered half-
space model has so far only been performed on the level of the 
dispersion curves. The effects of small changes in the dispersion 
curve on the S-wave profile as a result of the inversion have not 

not fully smooth: instead characteristic ripples appear. By looking 
at the corresponding spectra the origin of the ripples becomes 
clearer. The dispersion curves in this frequency range are not the 
result of a single, continuous ridge in the spectra but of several 
smaller, almost vertical ridges that run parallel to each other. The 
effective dispersion curve sticks, according to its definition, 
strictly to the global maxima of the spectra leading to the observed 
discontinuities in the dispersion curves noticed as ripples.

The differences between the dispersion curves of the two 
models are qualitatively similar for configurations D and E. An 
inversion based on a layered half-space model will result in a 
comparably good approximation of the initially modelled lay-
ering. A variation of the slope angle in the range between the 
values of configuration D and E will most likely have no influ-
ence on the question of the applicability of the layered half- 
space model.

FIGURE 4

Longitudinal section through the crest of the dyke in Friedersdorf: stratification based on borehole data.

FIGURE 5

Longitudinal section in 5 m distance from the dyke toe in Loebnitz: interpreted cone penetration test profiles.
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A 200 m long MASW line was set up along the crest. 
Additionally, a MASW has been performed at a distance of 5 m 
from the dyke toe at the landside. While the dyke geometry has 
little influence on the MASW results on this line, it is selected 
because a large number of cone penetration test results is avail-
able from a previous measurement campaign.

The cone penetration test profiles were analysed in order to 
obtain information on the subsoil layering. The interpretation is 
based on the values for the cone tip resistance (qc). For comparison, 
cone penetration test locations were 2D interpolated using a Kriging 
algorithm (Fig. 5). It can be seen that the tip resistance increases 
quite suddenly at a depth of 6 m to values above 30 MPa (zone 2). 
Above this depth several thin layers characterized by higher resist-
ances (zones 3, 4, 5) were observed showing values from 10–20 MPa. 
Zone 1 is regarded as the matrix surrounding the other zones. The 
matrix is characterized by tip resistances below 10 MPa.

CHARACTERIZATION OF THE TESTING SITE BY 
SURFACE WAVES
Test set-up
Seismic data were acquired using a towed land streamer assem-
bled from 24 vertical geophones with a natural frequency of 
4.5 Hz. A 30 kg weight drop was employed for excitation. The 
geophones were spaced every 0.5 m and the offset between the 
source and nearest geophone was 10 m. This concludes in a total 
receiver array length of 11.5 m. Shots were repeated every 4 m 
along the line. The whole set-up was moved and the source-
receiver offset was kept constant (Fig. 6). A total of 51 seismic 
records were acquired for later MASW processing.

According to the findings of O’Neill et al. (2008), the maxi-
mum lateral resolution of the set-up is equal to the half of the 
receiver array length, which means about 6 m. This needs to be 
kept in mind when interpreting the results.

been studied at this state. Therefore a comparison on the level of 
the inversion results at a single section of the real dyke will be 
discussed after presenting the results of the testing campaign.

The study also showed that under certain conditions the fun-
damental mode of the Rayleigh wave is not dominant. The inver-
sion of soil profiles where higher modes are found in the experi-
mental data requires the use of a forward model based on the 
effective dispersion curve or a procedure to separate the funda-
mental mode from other modes. The latter was applied while 
performing the data processing of the testing campaign.

DESCRIPTION OF THE TESTING SITES
The dyke sites investigated in July 2006 are situated on the river 
Mulde, near Bitterfeld, Germany. Two sections of the dyke were 
considered: the first is located in the community area of 
Friedersdorf and the second is situated in Loebnitz.

The dyke section in Friedersdorf is about 40 m wide at the 
dyke toe, 2.7 m wide at the crest and about 4.5 m high. The dyke 
has a slope of about 29% at the side pointing towards the river 
and approximately 21.5% on the other side. Available informa-
tion from boreholes drilled at the crest showed that the core of 
the dyke consists of clay of varying consistency, whereas the 
base of the dyke is formed by gravel and sand. Figure 4 gives an 
interpretation of the layering based on the borehole descriptions. 
The MASW measurements were carried out along the centre line 
of the crest. The profile length was 200 m.

The dyke in Loebnitz is smaller but steeper: about 18 m wide 
at the dyke toe, 1.7 m wide at the crest, about 2.7 m high, with a 
25% slope angle on the river side and 45% on the other side. A 
few available drilling logs show that the dyke body consists, in 
general, of clay that becomes softer in proximity to the ground-
water table. The clay material changes to sand and gravel at a 
depth of about 1 m below the dyke toe.

FIGURE 6

a) Test set-up and b) test progression along the measuring line.

(a)

(b)
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The applied inversion algorithm supports only the S-wave 
velocities as variable parameters during the optimization. This 
also requires that the layer thicknesses are kept constant. 
Therefore, a starting model with a rather high number of layers 
needs to be used. In this project a model of nine layers on a 
half-space was chosen. The layer thicknesses increase expo-
nentially with depth and were selected without the use of a 
priori information from the site. Available borehole logs and 
cone penetration test profiles were reserved for a later evalua-
tion of the results.

The depth of the half-space is set approximately to half of the 
longest acquired wavelength making sure that the dispersion 
curve still contains some information on the properties of the 
half-space. This meant for Friedersdorf a half-space depth of 
12 m and for Loebnitz a depth of approximately 10 m.

The S-wave velocity was chosen using a rule of thumb 
derived from the steady state Rayleigh method. A depth of 2.5∙λ

R
 

was assigned to a S-wave velocity equal to 1.1∙V
R
, with λ

R
 the 

length of the Rayleigh wave and V
R
 the phase velocity (Foti 

2000). Several years of MASW testing practice have shown that 
an initial model that takes the experimental dispersion curve into 
account improves the achieved curve fit after inversion and 

Data processing
The gathered seismic data were processed and inverted using 
SurfSeis, a software package developed by the Kansas 
Geological Survey (Park et al. 1999). A multichannel window 
technique that mutes the interfering P-waves and noise compo-
nents in the shot records (offset-time domain) was used to 
improve the range and resolution of the multimodal dispersion 
curves in the phase velocity/frequency domain (Ivanov et al. 
2005). An example record for each measuring line with the 
boundaries of the manually adjusted muting windows can be 
found in Figs 7(a), 8(a) and 9(a). The muting improved the 
quality of the phase velocity/frequency spectrum at low fre-
quencies leading to an easier identification of the propagation 
modes.

The records gathered in the offset/time domain are transferred 
into the phase velocity/frequency domain by applying a discrete 
Fourier transform on the time axis and a discrete slant stack 
transform on the distance axis. The fundamental mode of the 
Rayleigh wave was identified in the resulting plots and its disper-
sion curves were picked (Figs 7b, 8b, 9b). No significant higher 
mode could be identified.

FIGURE 7

Friedersdorf, dyke crest, position 624 m: a) seismic record and b) fre-

quency content, measured dispersion curve (blue circles), achieved fit 

after inversion (solid line), calculated curve by the FE-BE method (white 

dashed line).

FIGURE 8

Loebnitz, dyke crest, position 2724 m: a) seismic record and b) fre-

quency content, measured dispersion curve (blue circles), achieved fit 

after inversion (solid line).

(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)
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of 4  m it is clear that these low velocity areas appear only at 
single 1D profiles and are therefore not completely trustworthy. 
If the MASW results are compared with the longitudinal section 

results in more reliable S-wave velocity profiles than assuming a 
homogeneous or an arbitrary gradient medium.

The numerical forward algorithm is very insensitive to 
changes of the P-wave velocity and the density. Therefore, the 
initial P-wave velocity profiles were calculated from the S-wave 
profiles assuming a constant Poisson’s ratio of 0.40 and the 
material density was set to 2000 kg/m3 for all layers.

Each of the 200 m long survey profiles resulted in 51 1D  
V

s
/depth plots. These were compiled into a 2D longitudinal section 

of the dyke by applying an exponential Kriging method. Each 1D 
profile is associated with the centre point of the geophone array. 
Examples of 1D S-wave profiles are shown in Fig. 10. An addi-
tional lateral low-pass filter aiming to reduce the lateral variation 
of the velocities was not used. Nevertheless, a slight smoothing 
effect is introduced due to the spacing between the grid points that 
was set to 2 m on the horizontal axis and to 1 m at the vertical axis. 
However, the small degree of smoothing by the Kriging is negligi-
ble compared to the smoothing caused by the 1D inversion itself.

Test results
Dyke Friedersdorf
The obtained 2D MASW section of the S-wave velocity is shown 
in Fig. 11. In the range from dyke position 620 m until the end 
of the survey line at 775 m three characteristic layers can be 
identified: 1) from the surface down to a level of about –3.5 m a 
layer with velocities between 185–230 m/s, 2) from –3.5 m to 
–6.5 m a layer with low velocities between 125–170 m/s and  
3) a layer with higher velocities beginning with 200 m/s at 
–6.5 m and reaching 300 m/s at –10 m. At dyke positions small-
er than 620 m the low velocity layer is not always present. At a 
few positions, i.e., at 585 m, 600 m, 625 m, 666 m, 677 m and 
712 m, small areas with low velocities can be distinguished close 
to the surface of the dyke. Considering the spacing of shot points 

FIGURE 10

S-wave velocity profiles: a) dyke 

crest in Friedersdorf (position 

624 m), initial profile (dashed 

line), inverted profile (solid line), 

b) dyke crest in Loebnitz (posi-

tion 2724 m) and c) dyke toe in 

Loebnitz (position 2724 m).

FIGURE 9

Loebnitz, dyke toe, position 2724 m: a) seismic record and b) frequency 

content, measured dispersion curve (blue circles), achieved fit after inver-

sion (solid line).

(a)

(a) (b) (c)

(b)
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larities with the superficial low velocity zones found in the dyke 
in Friedersdorf. Also in this case the small singular velocity areas 
appear only in single 1D profiles. Therefore, the reliability of 
these zones needs to be considered as limited.

Unfortunately, at the dyke crest there was not such an elabo-
rate drilling program performed as at the site in Friedersdorf. 
Besides, the dyke crest was not accessible by a cone penetration 
test vehicle. Therefore, an evaluation of the MASW results by 
means of comparison with other geotechnical parameters was 
not possible. Nevertheless, the quality of the seismic records and 
the calculated phase velocity/frequency spectra does not give an 
indication that the MASW results at the crest are less reliable 
than those gathered in Friedersdorf or at the dyke toe in Loebnitz. 
The latter are described in the following section.

Dyke Loebnitz (toe)
The 2D S-wave velocity profile at the dyke toe in Loebnitz can be 
found in Fig. 13. Below 7–8 m depth velocities above 220 m/s are 
dominant. The upper boundary of this area has a slight inclination 
towards the right end of the survey line. It is assumed that the 

derived from the borehole descriptions it becomes obvious that 
the low velocity zone at the level of the dyke toe down to the 
groundwater table agrees quite well with the layer of soft and 
very soft clay in this depth and lateral extension.

Dyke Loebnitz (crest)
The MASW results along the dyke crest can be seen in Fig. 12. 
It shows materials with a low stiffness (V

s
 < 150 m/s) in the ele-

vated part of the dyke. Below the dyke toe the velocity is increas-
ing. The majority of 1D profiles between the positions 2750 m 
and 2875 m reveal a thin layer with a slight velocity inversion at 
depths between 6–7 m. In order to improve the visibility of this 
low velocity zone it has been marked in Fig. 12 by a white 
dashed line. Probably the same low velocity layer was identified 
in the later described MASW section at the landside of the dyke, 
more pronounced but slightly deeper (Fig. 13).

The uppermost 2 m of the dyke body are intersected at sev-
eral positions, i.e., at 2740 m, 2787 m, 2816 m, 2852 m and 
2831 m, by inclusions of materials with a slightly higher stiffness 
than measured in the surroundings. The phenomenon has simi-

FIGURE 11

Longitudinal section through the 

crest of the dyke in Friedersdorf: 

S-wave velocities based on 51 

vertical MASW profiles.

FIGURE 12

Longitudinal section through the 

crest of the dyke in Loebnitz: 

S-wave velocities based on 51 

vertical MASW profiles, velocity 

inversion zone indicated by white 

dashed line.

FIGURE 13

Longitudinal section in 5 m dis-

tance from the dyke toe in 

Loebnitz: S-wave velocities 

based on 51 vertical MASW pro-

files.
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increasing velocity at this interface is not caused by a significant 
change of the sand material but simply by the mean effective 
stress gradually increasing with depth. The profile shows a thin 
layer of higher velocities (210–240 m/s) at depth levels between 
–2 and –4.5 m starting at around 2740 m towards the right end of 
the survey line. This layer is embedded in softer material with 
velocities lower than 160 m/s. The lower of the two low velocity 
layers found between 4–6 m depth is located slightly deeper com-
pared to the most probable same low velocity layer found at the 
dyke crest (Fig. 12). Anyhow, this low velocity layer is more 
pronounced regarding thickness and velocity drop. The differ-
ences between the crest and toe section concerning the inversion FIGURE 14

Geometry and material properties at position 624 m based on the invert-

ed experimental dispersion curve, dyke in Friedersdorf.

FIGURE 15

Fundamental dispersion mode at position 624 m, dyke in Friedersdorf; 

dyke FE-BE model (black solid line), equivalent half-space (black 

dashed line), measured (red solid line).

TABLE 1

Material properties at position 624 m based on the inverted experimental 

dispersion curve, dyke in Friedersdorf

Layer Base depth 
(m)

Vs 
(m/s)

Vp 
(m/s)

Density  
(kg/m3)

1 0.47 111.0 398.0 2000

2 1.06 117.1 398.0 2000

3 1.79 204.2 417.0 2000

4 2.71 194.0 460.0 2000

5 3.86 235.1 483.0 2000

6 5.29 197.6 459.0 2000

7 7.09 134.1 481.0 2000

8 9.33 238.2 537.0 2000

9 12.13 298.0 613.0 2000

HS ∞ 419.7 997.0 2000

FIGURE 16

S-wave velocity profiles: layered half-space inversion of numerically 

modelled dispersion curves (Friedersdorf), FE-BE model (solid line), 

layered half-space model (dashed line), in comparison to modelled pro-

file (red dashed line).
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This includes dykes with a base width-to- height ratio larger than 
four. Even in the case of an embedded low velocity layer almost 
no difference between the dispersion curves of the layered half-
space model and the FE-BE dyke model was observed. However, 
steeper dykes were not studied, due to their missing relevance for 
the testing campaign. These dykes may cause problems if the 
layered half-space model is employed and should be subjected to 
further research.

The results of the MASW field tests were compared with the 
core description of boreholes on a site in Friedersdorf and with the 
results of cone penetration tests near a dyke in Loebnitz. Several 
layers of different dynamic stiffness could be identified. A remark-
able correlation between the consistency of the clay material in the 
core of the Friedersdorf dyke and the S-wave velocity was found: 
low velocities (125–170 m/s) correspond with soft and very soft 
clays; stiff clays show higher velocities (185–230 m/s). Locations 
of weak material close to the surface could be marked.

The longitudinal section through the dyke crest in Loebnitz 
reveals in parts of the section a thin layer with a velocity inver-
sion at depths between 6–7 m. A similar but deeper inversion 
zone is found at the place of the longitudinal section on the 
dyke toe and also in the cone penetration test profiles from the 
dyke toe.

The findings from the survey line near the dyke toe in 
Loebnitz cannot contribute to the question whether the use of a 
layered half-space as a forward model is valid or not. This is due 
to the fact that the dyke geometry does not significantly affect the 
MASW measurement beside the dyke. On the other hand, at this 
line a number of cone penetration test profiles were available. 
Since the cone penetration test data have a very high vertical 
resolution, even better than one can expect from the drilling logs 
at the Friedersdorf site, the comparison to the MASW results can 
provide important information on the performance of the MASW 
method concerning its ability to resolve soils with a high struc-
tural heterogeneity.

As expected the measured S-wave velocity corresponds to the 
cone penetration test resistance in Loebnitz; layers with high tip 
resistances agree with layers of high S-wave velocity and vice 
versa. However, the resolution of the MASW method was found 
to be not sufficiently high to resolve all the features of the very 
detailed cone penetration test profiles. This makes it questiona-
ble if the method will be able to identify small size inclusions 
(dimensions: 1–2 m) with increased hydraulic conductivity such 
as sand and gravel pockets providing the path for dangerous ero-
sion and seepage processes. However, a general trend of the 
structural changes along the dyke can be obtained. The results 
can be used to guide a later testing campaign using direct prob-
ing techniques.
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zone could be due to the different overburden pressure, which 
should be higher at the crest at the same elevation.

Remarkably, small areas with velocities below 120 m/s are 
present at several positions close to the surface.

Looking at the cone penetration test tip resistances (Fig. 5) it 
can be seen that zones 2 and 3 correspond reasonably well with 
the higher S-wave velocities. Zone 4 and especially zone 5 can-
not be resolved in the velocity profile. It is assumed that this is 
due to limitations of the MASW method in identifying such thin 
inclusions.

Model of a cross-section at the dyke in Friedersdorf with 
true surface topography
In order to substantiate our conclusion that the half-space model 
could be used on dyke structures, a typical cross-section of the 
dyke at Friedersdorf was selected aiming to compare the FE-BE 
model and half-space model based on real dyke geometry. 
Figure 14 shows a sketch of the dyke cross-section in Friedersdorf 
at position 624 m. The material parameters of this section and 
layer boundaries, both given in Table 1, were taken from the 
results of the MASW inversion with SurfSeis. The dispersion 
curves were calculated using the FE-BE and the equivalent lay-
ered half-space model. The results showing the fundamental 
modes are given in Fig. 15. The two dispersion curves of the 
FE-BE and layered half-space method agree very well. This is an 
indication that for the selected geometry and material parameters 
wave propagation can be sufficiently described by a layered half-
space model. In Fig. 7(b) the calculated FE-BE curve overlaid on 
the phase velocity/frequency spectrum of the measured data at 
the same position is shown.

Figure 16 displays the S-wave profiles obtained from inverting 
the modelled dispersion curves, FE-BE method versus layered 
half-space, using SurfSeis based on the dyke model (Fig. 13). The 
depth of the half-space was set to about 12 m. S- and P-wave 
velocities of the start profile were chosen according to the same 
rule applied to the measured data. The density was set to 2000 kg/
m3 and the Poisson’s ratio to 0.40 again. The number of layers and 
their thicknesses agree with the originally modelled profile (Fig. 
14 and red dashed line in Fig. 16). The two S-wave profiles 
obtained approximate reasonably well the originally modelled 
profiles. A significant difference between the calculated profiles 
could not be observed. The good agreement, also on the level of 
S-wave velocities, supports our previous assumption of using a 1D 
layered half-space even in the case of dyke topography.

CONCLUSIONS
MASW surveys on two sections of a river dyke were presented 
and a numerical model was used to study the wave propagation 
along the real geometry. The numerical model accounts fully for 
the elevated dyke topography. The survey lines were placed once 
directly on the crest of the dyke and once along the dyke toe.
The numerical study shows the validity of a layered half-space 
model for MASW inversion for the studied dyke geometries. 
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